The multiple Loops, Seeing Being Seen shows images of people looking, meeting and dealing at Frieze Art Fairs as 3D standing cylinders. The images are revealed gradually by changing viewpoints, showing sections of the figures over time.

Loops, Seeing Being Seen exist both as a multiple and as an installation of fifteen life size figure-like cylinders recently showing in the solo exhibition Did you spot the Gorilla at the Barn Gallery, St John’s Oxford 2019. Hamann developed the project during a residency in Experimental Psychology Oxford University.

Sigune Hamann is an artist working in London since 1993. She is Reader in Art and Media Practice at the University of the Arts, Camberwell College of Arts London. www.sigune.co.uk

Launch price for set of two cyinders (one large, one small) £600
For inquiries please contact sigune@sigune.co.uk

Loops, Seeing Being Seen
2019
Edition of 35
Acrylic cylinders
42 x 19.6 x 0.5cm
33 x 15 x 0.5cm
Digital prints, Frieze, 2015-17
Copyright Sigune Hamann

Launch
The Photographers Gallery
Thursday 14th March 2019
18.00-20.00